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ARCHIBALD KNOX
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Jt was not until 1975 at the Liberty Centenary

I 
Exhibition, presented by the Victoria and Albert

I Museum in Londonl more rhan 40 years after Knox's
death at the age of 69, and nearly seven decades after his
most productive period with Liberry's firm, that his
genius was definitively associated with "The Liberry
Sryle", that eponymous designation that has come ro
mean "British Art Nouveau." The Liberry Sryle was
characterized by the wedding of revivalist Celtic
ornamental design with a vibrant sensibility of modern
looking simplicity, abstraction and elegance. Once
recognized by Shirley Bury, then curaror of Metalwork at
the Victoria and Albert Museum in London, Knox's
signature became plainly visible on
an astonishing variery of silver,
pewte! jewelry, ceramic and textile
designs between the years 1898
and 1910. This posrhumous
recognition and appreciation of his
skill has led to a meteoric rise in
public interest in his work as well
as in the value of his designs in the
marketplace. Knox's trajectory has
climbed further with the
publication of a monograph on
Knox2 edited by the author of this
articie, as well as by a special
exhibition of Knox's work. The
exhibit ion opened at The
Hunterian Art Gallery of the
Universi ty of  Glasgow in
November, 1996, and has been
traveling around the United States
since Apri l ,  1997.

Though we can now discern
the hand of Archibald Knox on so
many remarkable designs of this
period (too many in fact as the

Figur 2 Fiue spoons, rlates tgut-tgoz,

all Liberry & Co.,

the stones, and then learning about them from his
mentors like Canon John Quine, an amareur
archaeologist, and PM.C. Kermode, the preeminent
expert on Manx crosses, Knox's understanding of their
design aesthetic deepened along with his passion for the
Celtic spirit. So much so rhat he would travel to Dublin,
a ferry ride from Douglas, to familiarize himself with 7/s
Book of Kells and The Booh of Durrow, the two
masterpieces of Celtic-Christian manuscript illuminadon.

Knox might have remained a more narrowly
focused "Celtic" artist had he not met M. H. Baillie-Scott,
an English interior designer and architect who had moyed
to the Isle of Man in 1890. It was Baillie-Scott who

probably introduced Knox to the
broader developments in the Arts
and Crafts movemenr in England
(Ashbee's Guild of Handicrafts was
producing some of his furniture
designs) and the innovative work in
Continental Europe (Baillie-Scott

was collaborating with German
designers in Darmstadt). Himself
actively designing for firms in
London, Baillie-Scott undoubtedly
encouraged Knox to look in that
same direction as a spur to his
fledgling career.

Arriving in London in 1897,
Knox began teaching at a local art
school and began his inevitable,
and fateful, journey towards A. L.
Liberty, but not before further
refining his design sensibiliry. It is
widely accepted that he worked
with Christopher Dresser, the most
famous of all avant-garde English
designers of that time. It is from
Dresser that Knox's deeolv

demand for "Knox" has increased), who was this man who
died in relative obscuriry on the Isle of Man, so far from
his earlier success in London?

Knox was born in 1864 of Scottish parents who
relocated to the Isle of Man, a Celtic ourpost halfway
between Liverpool and Dublin. His was an engineering
family, practical and down to earrh, apparently quite at
odds with Knox's more solitary, introspective, if not
romantic, nature. Rather than spending time working in
his father's bustling workshop, Knox wandered the island
studying and sketching its ever-changing skies, seas and
landscapes. For company he sought our rhe island's silent
sentinels, the hundreds of weathered Celtic crosses. They
bore witness ro rhe near-perfect blend of a Celtic pagan
spirit-free from any Roman conquesr and occupation-
and the creative flowering of early Christianiry.

It was in these man-sized stone markers that Knox
found the doorway to his unique crearive sryle. By
studying and drawing the geometric parrerns incised on
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historical sryle was exposed to more modernist influences,
such as the strict simplification of ornament so rhar ir
becomes a functional part of an object's overall design; a
familiariry and faciliry with machine processing and
production; the incorporation of design elements like
revealed hinges and exposed rivets both to highlight the
industrial nature of the design and ro express the honesry
of the work; and the importance of abstracting historical
shapes to their most essential formal elements. In short,
Dresser was Knox's bridge from the 19th to the 20th
century.

It was probably through Dresser that Knox was
introduced to the Silver Studio of Design, a firm whose
mission was to provide designs in every decorative
medium for companies like Liberry's. After conrracring
with the Silver Studio for roughly nvo years, Knox
eventually began to work directly for Liberty in 1898 or
1899. By this time Knox was ready to become Liberry's
resident genius, with several factors accounting for the
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phenomenal success of their professional collaboration.

Firstly, Liberry had, as noted, correctly divined the British

public's revivalist passion for a distinctly Anglo-Celtic

palette of goods in a variety of media. Secondly, he was also

keenly aware that, unlike the expensive items produced by

Morris 8r Co. and The Guild of Handicrafts, they must be

affordabie, i.e., mass produced (mass production of Knox

metalwork meant pewter pieces in the hundreds and silver

in the tens). Thirdly, Liberrywas ahead of his time in rec-

ognizing the value of "the designer name" and how this

cachet or mystique would incite the desire to purchase and

guarantee the association ofhis objects with "good taste."

Finally, Liberry understood that the designs must also have

to be adventurous, pushing the limits of established taste to

create a niche market, just as he had done years before by

importing goods from Japan and
India.

Knox met every demand that

Liberry had set for his new line of

goods. His Manx-Celtic sensibiliry

suited Liberty's revivalist ideas

beautifully. Knox was also able to

design for machine production

despite his sympathy with his Arts

and Crafts colleagues around the

issues of craftsmanship and the

honesry of the object. He was also

entirely comfortable with Liberry's

requirement oF designer anonymiry

for the sake of creating a perceived

unified sryle imbued with the cachet

of the firm itself. In fact, it was

lit/e-7'i/te (:nttllogr€, Liberty 6 Co.,

Figtre 3 (lcfD circa rga2-oi,

Figttre 4 (right) eii"ca rgal-ttj.

Cottrtesy af'rlte Siluer Sndio Collectlan.

Figurc 5. (.luinbentir:b, rqoi, Binni.ugl'tant

Lihertl, tr {)o., f}" r3.4 tn, silt,tr, /,tpis.
(,o\tition af iLr. 5. ,1. ,\,(trtin.

of Knox's collaboration with Liberry was felt with the

launching of Liberry's "Cymric" Iine of silverwork in 1899,

accompanied by a lavish, hard-bound catalogue. A line of

pewter called "Tirdric" was introduced in 1901 to allow

those less well-heeled to enjoy the design spirit expressed in

the finer works in silver.4 After 1 901 , less expensive Cymric

and Tirdric objects were marketed by way of catalogues,

particularly around Christmas time. Beautifully designed

spoons commemorating the coronation of Edward VII

were great favorites.[See figures 2 (v 3.J It is interesting to

note that objects like Knox's most famous pewter tea set

were so popular that they continued to be sold into the

1920s.[See fgure 4.J

In Knox's early work, bewveen 1897 and 1899, his

designs appeared more heavily influenced by ancient Celtic

metalwork in both shape and

ornamentation. His bowls, vases,

tea sets and flarware tended to be

more reliant on abstracted organic

form, mirroring the Neoli thic,

Bronze Age origins of pre-Christian

Celr ic art .  The decorat ion is more

the swirl, circle and line of ancient

stonework and copper and iron

hollowware. These early works are

harder to completely attribute to

Knox although The Silver Studio

Colle ct ion has many original

designs for these pieces that are

clearly in Knox's hand.

From later in 1899 onwards,

Knox appears to have found his

Knox's almost obsessive introversion that made him a

perfect creative foil for Liberry and also ensured his post-

Liberry obscurity for so many years. And most importantly,

it was Knox's particular genius that enabled him to

synthesize a Celtic ethos, the sinuosity of Art Nouveau, the

rationality and craftsmanship of Arts and Crafts, and a

proto-modernist sensibiliry to produce a signature style.

Although Knox designed for many media, it is in his

metalwork and jewelry that the range of his sryle and the

depth of his skill can best be appreciated.3 The full impact

rhythm and his designs matured accordingiy. At this time

they became more delicate, abstract and inventive as he

incorporated his own unique version of the Celtic knot,

the entre lac, more and more into his ornamental

vocabulary. He was particularly imaginative with the

Cymric silverwork. These objects are symphonies of

elegant form and dancing knotwork punctuated by rich

enamelwork and semi-precious stones. Examples are his

vase of 1904 and a chamberstick of 1903.[See fgures 1 6

5.J The first piece is a particularly stunning example of

TEA AND OOFFEE SET,
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how the horizontal Celtic surface
design complements the genrle
verticaliry of the vase to produce a
delicately balanced monumenrai
form. The second, the chamberstick,
is a classic example of how a chased
entreiac design can resolve into a
functional, yet dramaric thumb
piece, and how Knox's spare use of
lapis lazuli titillates rather than
overwhelms. These rwo objects

rypily the more ornamental domain
of Knox's mature sryle. In scarcely
t\ /o years, Knox seemed to have
moved ahead in time, from the
Neolithic to the Celtic-Christian
period, bringing to life in the better
pieces of Cyrmic modern si lver
intimations of The Book of Kells and
The Book of Durrow.

Not to leave his pewter work

Figure 6 . Cloch, tgoz-05, H. ji.t ntt, peuter,
abalonr, Collection of Dr. S. A. Martin.

the chalice, is no Iess successful.
Again exploiting the dynamic
relationship berween positive and
negative space, weight and
weightlessness, rhese duali t ies
resolve in the slender harmony and
utiliry of a vase thar presages later
Bauhaus designs.

Knox's Tudr ic designs were
highly popular for their solid yet
uncluttered shape, their use of
nature-inspired variations of the
entrelac (the honesty plant was a
particular favorite with Kriox and
others of this period), and their
colored enamels, while his Cymric
designs were prtzed for their
elegance, dazzl ing color and
archite ctural drama. It was,
however, with his jewelry designs
that he came closest to three-

less adorned, Knox wouid stipulate the decorative use of
colored enamel, abalone and mother-of-pearl ro
complement the soft glow of the high-quality English
pewter. The most superb example of Knox's pewrer work is
his massive "Celtic cross" clock of about 1902 or 1903.[See

f.gure 6.J Originaily selling at [6.6.0. (roughly $26.00),
not inexpensive for the time but within range of the solid

middle class, this 14" clock
inset with circular plaques of
abalone is a masterpiece of
abstraction and revivalisrn ar
the same time. The mosr direcr
repfesentation of an ancrent
Celtic cross that Knox would
ever create, it is also a
dist inct ly "modern" obje ct,
simple, elegant and as abstract
as any to be created in
metalwork For the nexr f i  frv
yeafs.

Like the clock, Knox's
silver chalice of 1903 and a
vase of 1.902 are examples of
the modernist trend in his
mature style.[See fgures 7 (r

8./ The chalice is perhaps one
of the greatest pieces of silver produced in this century,
deceptively simple in its design but startling in its
moderniry. Composed of a cup shape linked organically to
its base by interlocking silver tendrils, it succeeds as much
by virtue of its simple shape as its use of negarive space.
Simultaneously light yet solid, the chalice is a modern grail,
the archerypal Celtic symbol re-imagined for our times. As
if to take dualiry further, on rhis, his most elegant and
extravaganr object (it would have been a speiial order
piece, likely cosring a grear deal of money for the time),
instead of setting a rare or precious stone within the silver
stem, Knox placed a shaped piece of serpentine marble,
beautiful yer commonplace. The vase, a less rare piece than
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dimensional Celt ic cal l igraphy. In the plethora of
necklaces, pendants and buckles, Knox perfected his
dialogue with line and space, suggested form and the magic
of color. Again, using enamels, stones, some rare and some
semi-precious, and the expressive potenrial of goid and
silver wire, Knox was able to most purely translate the
mysteries of Kells and Durrow into a modern idiom. In a
plique-i-jour enameled necklace from 1900-1904 that
belongs to Knox's more Celtic-inspired sryle, he uses the
translucency of the enameiwork, set in wirework Celtic
shapes, to complement the opals at their center. [See fgure
g.J When worn and warmed by the skin, these delicate
shapes seem to come alive like small images from the books
themselves. At the other end of the spectrum is a gold,
pearl and opal pendant from the same period which
depends for its beaury and aesthetic power on line and
space rather than color and translucent depth.[See fgure
10./ No less Celtic, its magic is, however, modern and
abstract. Finally, bridging these rwo poles are his buckle
designs, which fall into both styles
and are wonderful examples of
Knox's calligraphic range.[See fgure
r1.J

In all, Knox made some 5000
designs for Liberty & Co.
Nevertheiess, this vast number could
not prevent the shift away of public
taste from his sryle. By l9l2 he had
more or less ceased designing for
Liberty, with his iast major
commission for the family being a
gravestone for A. L. Liberty, who
died in 1917. This shift appeared to
coincide with Knox's own desire ro
return to the Isle of Man, which he
did in 1913, undoubtedly
disappointed and battle-weary after
several painful personal failures that
included his termination from a

Figure 7. Chalice, tgo3, Birmingham,
Liherty & Co., H. zz.9 t'm, siluer, ser-

/)en tine. Priuate co l/ec il on.

Figurc B. Vase, r9o:.

Birnt ingh,r t t r .  L ib,  r t .v o t  u. ,
H. ry.5 ctt, si/uer, turqttolse

( olh, riu't oJ Dr. .r:. 4. ,l4.rrttn
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Figu'e 9. Netblrtce, rp00-04, go/rl, opal, plique-h-jonr enanel.
Priuate collection.

teaching position in London-his methods were criticized

for being "too modern"-and an unsuccessful trip to

Philadelphia. Despite the declining fortunes of the Celtic

revival style, Knox left behind on mainland England a

devoted group of students who

formed the Knox Guild of

Design and Crafts, committed to

making art and craft in

accordance with Knox's "creed of

rmagrnai lon, discipline,
simpleness and breadth." He

himself resumed teaching in

Douglas and focused on

illuminating manuscripts in his

own speciai sryie, watercolor

painting, and producing some

commercial graphic design. He

died quietly, in bed while reading

John Ruskin's Elements of

Drawing, in 1933.

AJthough virtually unknown

in his own day, the influence of

Archibald Knox on the evolution

of modern decorative arrs is now

undispured. His part icular genius

was in synthesizing the divergent

spirits of the Arts & Crafts movement, Art Nouveau and

early modernism. So elegantly and effortlessly did he

achieve this that his position among the pantheon of great

Figure 10. PenrlanL 1900-01, goLl, pearl.

Collection of Dr. S. A. Martin.
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